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Edifier S1000 MKII
The  Edifier  professional  speakers  impress  with  an  active  2.0  system  with  an  unprecedented  120W  RMS  power.  The  audio  signal  is
supported  up  to  24  BIT/216  kHZ,  ensuring  the  highest  quality  and  full  performance.  The  built-in  titanium  tweeter  is  responsible  for
smooth tonal  transitions,  ensuring excellent  acoustic  range.  Bluetooth V5.0  version with  Qualcomm aptX HD technology allow remote
connection with most available models.
 
Great call selection
Many different types of devices, both coaxial and optical, can be connected to the speakers. Enjoy your personal time when connected to
game consoles,  TV boxes,  cell  phones,  laptops and many other  devices.  The rear  panel  features universal  optical,  digital,  coaxial  and
stereo RCA inputs among others, allowing you to connect several devices at one time. In addition, the digital input supports 24BIT/192
kHz. Enjoy quality sound without worry and enjoy hours of entertainment.
 
Wireless transmission without interference
The music  transmission of  Edifier  speakers  is  without  any interference or  delay.  They are equipped with  the latest  Bluetooth 5.0  with
Qualcomm aptX HD encoding system. You don't  have to worry about  cumbersome wires anymore.  Wireless connection will  make you
quickly pair your equipment and delight in trouble-free data transfer at a great level.
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Discover the magic of music anew
The techniques used to perfect the sound you get have so far been used in professional equipment dedicated to audiophiles. A digital
signal  processor  together  with  an  aluminium  membrane  generate  deep  sound,  free  from  any  distortion.  A  class-D  amplifier  is  also
responsible for emphasising bass and treble, offering an unforgettable immersive experience.
 
Modern variant
The S1000 MKII is not only a clear and stable audio signal. Low distortion and high durability, thanks to the cabinet made of quality wood.
The shapely finish gives the whole thing a modern, interesting character. Improved specification meets the standards of professionalism.
Speakers can serve as an elegant addition to a stylishly decorated office, as well as complement the decor of the home room.
 
Producent
Edifier
Model
S1000MKII
Total power output
RMS 25Wx2 + 35Wx2 (Mid-range bass)
Signal-to-noise ratio
≥ 90dBA
Frequency response
45Hz - 40kHz
Input sensitivity
Line in 1：750±50mV / Line in 2 ：900±50mV / OPT, COX: 350 mFFs ± 50 mFFs / Bluetooth: 450±50mV
Mid-range / bass unit
5.5”
Treble unit
1”
Resistance
Tweeter：4Ω;
Woofer：4Ω
 
 

Preço:

€ 399.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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